Statistical methods to develop skillful probabilistic wind power forecasts
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Recently, probabilistic wind power forecasts receive attention for the integration of wind power into the power supply system. Possible applications are the allocation of varying amounts of balancing reserves, power trading, grid security calculations for congestion management and grid operation.

Various statistical methods are applied to regional forecasts of wind power and single wind farms to obtain skillful probabilistic wind power forecasts.

Ensemble prediction systems (EPS) are designed to allow the quantification of flow-dependent forecast uncertainties. As ensemble forecasts from EPSs are often biased and unreliable, they require calibration. State-of-the-art calibration methods such as the adaptive wind vector calibration (AUV) approach, ensemble model output statistics (EMOS) and ensemble copula coupling (ECC) are applied to wind speed observations from measurement masts and to single wind farms and regional wind power. Alternatively, probabilistic wind power forecasts are generated with the Analog Ensemble (AnEn) method by means of deterministic forecasts that are related to historic forecasts (analogs) and their verifying observations [4]. The skill of calibrated ensemble forecasts and AnEn is compared for several measurement masts and wind farms.

The global ECMWF EPS is used for forecast ranges up to +120h. The regional, convection-permitting COSMO-DE-EPS of the German Meteorological Service is used for shortest-term forecasts.

It is shown that AUV calibration is superior to EMOS for ECMWF EPS at single wind farms and wind met masts [1]. However, it is found that the opposite is true for calibration of COSMO-DE EPS forecasts [2]. It is notable, that calibrated ECMWF EPS forecasts are far better than calibrated COSMO-DE-EPS. An investigation of the benefits of combining the calibrated COSMO-DE EPS and calibrated ECMWF EPS to a multi-model ensemble indicated the multi-model ensemble has a higher skill than the calibrated ECMWF EPS ensemble.

Concerning regional wind power forecasting in Germany with COSMO-DE-EPS we found that it is not beneficial to calibrate wind speed at grid point level with EMOS and ECC [3]. Resulting regional wind power forecasts are almost as unreliable as the raw ensemble. A skillful forecast is obtained when raw regional wind power ensemble members are calibrated with EMOS.
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